
Trust Gaming GXT 707 Gaming chair - Red
Ergonomic adjustable gaming chair designed for hours of comfortable gaming sessions

Article number: 21872 
Barcode: 8713439218725 
GTIN: 08713439218725 

Core content

Brand Trust Gaming

Product type Gaming chair

Colour Red

Key features - Full 360° rotatable - Height adjustable armrests - Class 4 gas lift for height adjustability - 90˚-180˚ adjustable 

backrest - Tilting seat with locking possibilities. - Including removable and adjustable lumbar and neck cushion - 

Strong and robust metal base frame - Durable, double wheels that roll smoothly

Package contents - Chair - Neck cushion - Lumbar cushion - Installation tool & materials - User guide

Marketing

Extended retailer text Take your throne and game like a king! The Trust Resto Gaming Chair combines ultimate comfort with a striking 

gaming design. This fully adjustable, ergonomic gaming chair keeps you focused at your game for hours.
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Perfect fit for every gamer

The Trust gaming chair is one everybody can enjoy. The robust chair is designed to handle a maximum weight of 

150 kg and is recommended for any gamer between 155 and 195 centimetres tall. The 42 cm wide and 50 cm deep 

seat is large enough to ensure maximum support and comfort.

 

Adjustable to your desires

The gaming chair is fitted with a class 4 gas lift, the part that allows you to adjust the seat’s height from 47 to 54.5 

cm. This premium gas lift is durable, reliable and supports up to 150 kg of weight.

The back rest is adjustable over 90 degrees, meaning you could even put the back rest flat for a quick rest after a 

sweeping victory! To top it off, the seat can be tilted for even more comfort. Simply tilt the seat forward to reduce 

pressure on your legs, or tilt it backwards to properly align your spine to prevent back problems.

Needless to say, the armrests’ height is adjustable as well.

 

Optimal comfort improves your game

The Resto gaming chair comes with two removable and adjustable cushions to provide optimal comfort, allowing 

you to keep on top of your game for hours.

The lumbar pillow provides your back with support and extra relief. The neck cushion features as a headrest and 

releases tension.

 

Striking design – mind the details

The striking design features the classic black and red Trust Gaming colours with a high quality embroidery of the 

logo. The premium fabrics ensure a soft and comfortable touch, preventing sweating and a sticky feeling.

 

Stable base

The durable and smooth rolling nylon wheels glide perfectly, allowing you to keep on rolling when you’re too 

comfortable to get up.

The 70 centimetres wide, robust 5 star metal base in combination with the durable metal frame inside the seat 

provide optimal stability and long lasting comfort.

Specifications

Total weight 20.500 g

Height of main product (in mm) 1.340 mm

Width of main product (in mm) 740 mm

Depth of main product (in mm) 660 mm
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Number of wheels 5

Backrest height 83 cm

Seat depth 50 cm

Seat width 46 cm

Suitable surface carpet/laminate/parket/resin floors/floor tiles

Gas lift brand lant

Gas lift class class 4

Gas lift? true

Adjustable arm rests yes, one directional (up/down)

Adjustable seat height yes, 54.5 / 47

Adjustable sitting angle tilting seat with locking mechanism

Min/max height user 155 - 195 cm

Adjustable back rest angle yes, 90 / 180

Armrests padding Plastic

Backrest padding PU leather Elastic fabric

Cushion padding 7009 cold brew molded foam 35 density

Frame material metal

Seat material PU leather Elastic fabric

Wheel type black nylon
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Max. weight 150 kg
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